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Re: Supply of odds information by On-Course Bookmakers from 1.4.2018

ln 2016, we wrote to you regardinB the supply of odds information bV on-course bookmakers at RMG

Shareholder Racecourses {'the Racecourses'}. To recap, from ltt April, RMG takes overfrom AMRAC

the exclusive right to supply LBOs with audio-visual coverage and ontourse data content for fixtures
at the Racecourses. RMG also then assumes responsibility for the collection and exclusive distribution
of on-course data at the Racecourses, including betting shows and the Starting Price,

The purpose of this letter is to update you on RMG's developing plans for collecting on-course data.

The key points are:

Transition
We nrant to ensure a smooth transition for all aspects of on-course data collection, includinB the
relationship with on-course bookmakers and maintaining key aspects of the on-course infrasructure.

Odds Data
Following wide consultation, RMG has developed its approach to the supply of odds data carefulfi.
RMG wants to ensure that all bookmakers receive fair value for the supply of that odds data, and that
all bookmakers are paid directly for this in a tirnely manner. RMG wants to pay a similar aggregate

value to bookmakers for the supply of odds data at RMG fixtures as to that currently outlaid.

Agreements
RMG intends to enter into individualagreements with all on-course bookmakerc, no rnatter which

association they are a member of, and to pay a fee for the supply of odds data based on the number of
attendances made by each bookmaker at fixtures at the Racecourses. The fees will be paid on a

ratecard basis {"per pitch, per fixture"}, which will be calculated on a fair and reasonable basis,

recognising historical payments made to bookmakers. Attendance data will be fully auditable (supplied

by a 3'd party) and there will be a process for bookmakers to query any particular payments.

r Process

As part of the process, we have engaged with the main bookmaker associations {NAB, BRBA, ARB, RBA)

and their representatives to discuss this approach. Moving forward, we will be working with those
associetions to receive feedback on the individual atreernents, before finalising this document.
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The aim is then to write to you again in early Septernber with the new individual agreements and

details of the attendance fe€ ratecard that will take effect frorn 1s April 20X.8.

ln the meantime. should you have a query or wish to discuss any element of this, please do contact

me.

With kind regards

Ed Gretton
Director of Racing

T:0207 5920d73
E : edgletton @ racinggk.com

RMG Shareholder Racecourses: Aintree, Asco! Ayr, Bangor, Beverhy, Carlisle, Cartmel, f.atterick

Bridge, Cheltenham, Chester, Epsom Downs, Exeter, Goodwood, Hamilton Park, Haydock Park,

Huntingdon, Kelso, Kempton Park, Leicester, ludlOw, Market Rasen, Musselburgh, Newbury

NewmarkeL Nottingham, Perth, Pontefract, Redcar, Salisbury, Sandown Park, Stratford-upon-Avon,

Taunton, Thirsk, Warwick, Wetherby, Wincanton and Ysrk-
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